EDITORIAL

Pre-hospital resuscitation: breathing life into a stale subject

C F M Weston

Is there anything left to learn about the management of cardiac arrest outside hospital?

In the second half of the 20th century, cardiologists played an influential role both in the development of techniques used in pre-hospital resuscitation and in the organisation of systems to deliver such emergency care. In the UK this included doctor manned mobile coronary care units, the training of ambulance crew in advanced life support skills, and the equipping of all emergency ambulances with defibrillators. More recently, however, most British cardiologists have become disinterested and less involved in the management of this manifestation of heart disease.

CARDIOLOGISTS’ APATHY

There are many reasons for this apparent apathy. It is partly explained by the increasing contribution of other specialists in accident and emergency medicine and the expansion of posts for medical directors within the ambulance service, together with the expanding workload of cardiologists within a hospital environment. Moreover, the hoped-for glut of survivors from prehospital cardiac arrest has not materialised. Some large community programmes have reported disappointing survival rates and the effect of prehospital resuscitation upon overall community death rates is small.4 There is also a perception that there is nothing new to learn about resuscitation. After all, basic life support techniques have changed little over the past 40 years, community training programmes in cardiopulmonary resuscitation are well established, and ambulance paramedics can deliver both defibrillation and, in many cases, drugs, according to advanced life support protocols. The links within the “chain of survival” have been well described5 and the predictors of survival are confirmed, and found to be similar in most studies. These predictors of survival appear self evident: the absence of co-morbidity, a witness to the collapse, prompt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) of good quality by a bystander, a “shockable rhythm” on arrival of the defibrillator, and prompt defibrillation.

Yet it is important that cardiologists do not become completely divorced from the delivery of attempted resuscitation outside hospital. Sudden cardiac death outside hospital remains a frequent first manifestation of heart disease.6 The majority of fatalities caused by acute myocardial infarction occur before hospitalisation,7 and pre-hospital resuscitation is felt to prevent more deaths than does thrombolytic treatment delivered within hospital.8 Further, there are encouraging signs that fresh approaches to basic life support9 and drug treatments during cardiac arrest10 will lead to improved outcomes. Also, there is an important debate to be joined about the provision of public place defibrillation.11 12

WHEN NOT TO START

In this issue of Heart, Herlitz and colleagues13 present data from the Swedish Cardiac Arrest Registry concerning those patients who could have been identified as having no chance of survival when the ambulance crew arrived. They conclude that in those patients found to be in a non-shockable rhythm (asystole or pulseless electrical activity), where the collapse was unwitnessed at home and bystanders have not attempted resuscitation (17% of those where resuscitation was attempted), ambulance crews might refrain from starting resuscitation attempts—especially if the delay from receiving the emergency call and arrival at the scene is prolonged.14 Moreover, they report that in 8111 cases (21% of reports) no CPR was started. It should be noted that most of the ambulance personnel used advanced life support techniques, including endotracheal intubation and drug administration.

Herlitz and colleagues13 make reference to other researchers who have attempted to describe the characteristics of patients and their cardiac arrests that predict the hopelessness, and therefore the inappropriateness, of resuscitation attempts. In a further, and smaller, Scottish study of cardiac arrests attended by ambulance personnel with semi-automatic advisory defibrillators but no drug treatments, there were no survivors among the group characterised by the combination of an arrest before ambulance arrival, a “non-shockable” rhythm, no bystander CPR, and with an ambulance response time of more than 15 minutes.14 Last year a subcommittee of the Joint Royal Colleges’ Ambulance Liaison Committee published a report on the “Recognition of life extinct” by ambulance personnel. It suggests that British paramedics should avoid starting resuscitation when they arrived at the scene more than 15 minutes after the onset of the arrest, when an automated defibrillator failed to recognise a shockable rhythm, where no bystander CPR had taken place before their arrival, and where a monitor showed asystole for 30 seconds.15
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even when these criteria are met, the report instructs the ambulance crew to instigate resuscitation attempts if urged to do so by an attending general practitioner or by a relative or close friend of the deceased.

While the conclusions of the paper by Herlitz and colleagues are not surprising, it is but one of many informative articles from this group, whose interest in prehospital cardiac arrest began as a study of local activity and developed into a prospective national survey. Their findings have the added validity inherent in this method of data collection where large numbers of cases are accumulated over time.

NATIONAL REGISTRIES
The Swedish Registry started in 1990 as a cooperation between a few ambulance services and local cardiologists, later received government funding, and by 1995 included 57 ambulance services covering 85% of the inhabitants of the country. It is specifically a collaboration between the Swedish ambulance and emergency services and the Swedish Society of Cardiology. A common dataset is used to record information regarding attempted resuscitation, a central computerised registry is established, and the status (alive or dead) of patients one month after the cardiac arrest is obtained from subsequent local inquiry (presumably from the admitting hospital) or from the National Registry of Deaths. Over the duration of the present article (1990–2001), 38 750 cases of cardiac arrest were reported.

In the UK, only in Scotland is there a truly national database for prehospital cardiac arrest; the HeartStart Scotland database. By 21 March 2003 this held information on 37 182 cases of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, with a linkage between the management of cardiac arrest by the Scottish Ambulance Service and vital status.14

In the rest of the UK, reported series of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests have tended to be of shorter time scale and to reflect a population served by particular hospitals or by individual ambulance services or small groups of localities. The numbers of arrests studied are far smaller than the Swedish and Scottish studies. Valid recording has needed exhaustive case finding, often by individuals on short term research fellowships. Until the advent of the Utstein recommendations for the reporting of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, comparison between ambulance services has been difficult. Furthermore, reporting systems continue to differ between the various ambulance services and there is no direct linkage between ambulance service records of clinical care and hospital systems that record outcomes following hospital admissions. Ambulance services are not co-terminus with special health authorities, and individual hospitals are often served by a variety of ambulance services. Standards for the emergency services have tended to emphasise the rapidity of response, the provision of specific equipment, and the quality of staff training, rather than clinical outcomes. All this has tended to work against the development of a national prehospital cardiac arrest database that expresses clinically meaningful long term outcomes (for example, “survival at one year”).

ADVANTAGES OF NATIONAL REGISTRIES
Hospital based registries have been used successfully to demonstrate temporal changes in management and outcome of myocardial infarction. Such registries facilitate observational research and provide clinically useful activity data for health care planning. Being locally delivered, they are not reliant upon central government or pharmaceutical industry funding, and are not endangered by changes in political priorities. But their findings may not be generalisable to other hospitals. Larger registries, involving common definitions and methods of data collection across a variety of hospitals, have the added advantage of allowing the description of regional variations in practice and outcome. Such schemes have tended to be rather short term and to include only “volunteer” centres, whose practice may not reflect the true variation of clinical care.

All acute hospitals in England and all except one such hospital in Wales contribute data to the Myocardial Infarction National Audit Project (MINAP). This is a prospective continuous audit of heart attack management, whereby a strictly defined dataset of items is transmitted electronically to a central database. Individual hospitals can access their own records at any time, and compare against national averages. A public report, presenting aggregate data for each hospital with respect to performance indicators of good practice, is published annually. Linkage to the UK Office of National Statistics allows vital status (survival) to be recorded and fed back to participating centres. The blanket coverage achieved by MINAP allows rapid detection of changes in practice throughout an entire country, though numbers of cases from individual hospitals make inter-hospital comparison unreliable.23 An integral aspect of MINAP is a systematic annual quality control exercise via compulsory validation of 20 casenotes from each hospital against previously entered data. Such a quality control mechanism is absent from both the Swedish and Scottish cardiac arrest databases. This is important because independent data validation exercises in similar registries have shown substantial errors in data entry.25

One of the driving forces behind MINAP was the National Service Framework (NSF) for coronary heart disease. The NSF also emphasised the importance of prehospital resuscitation. Using a methodology similar to MINAP, it should be possible to produce a national resuscitation database, leading to information on every collapse where resuscitation outside hospital is attempted. Through this, the work of the ambulance services with respect to cardiac care could be embraced within the Central Cardiac Audit Database (CCAD), which presently manages a variety of cardiac datasets including MINAP. Simple linkage to the Office of National Statistics would allow the automatic retrieval of long term outcomes of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. Furthermore, using a common patient identifier the entire “cardiac career” of an individual could be mapped—for example, from successful resuscitation from cardiac arrest outside hospital through coronary bypass grafting to implantation of a defibrillator, or from an initial presentation with acute myocardial infarction through percutaneous intervention to subsequent cardiac arrest in the community.

CONCLUSIONS
The management of cardiac arrest in the community remains an important facet of cardiac care. Countries that have established national registries are in a strong position to monitor the success of systems of delivering prehospital resuscitation. Using MINAP methodology a national resuscitation dataset should be established with links, via the CCAD, to other datasets, and with central tracking of mortality. Cardiologists should renew an interest in the emergency management of heart disease in their communities.
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A 37 year old man presented with a continuous murmur throughout both phases of systole and diastole. A transthoracic echocardiogram showed an enlarged left main stem (1.15 cm) coronary artery (panel A) with colour flow predominantly upwards into the left circumflex artery (panel B). The parasternal short axis view at the papillary muscle level showed coils of the fistula posteriorly (panel C) with flow demonstrated on the colour flow Doppler (panel D). The four chamber apical view demonstrated in panel E shows an enlarged coronary sinus (CS). On coronary angiogram there was a large left circumflex artery draining via a tortuous fistula into the coronary sinus.

Congenital coronary artery fistula is a rare anomaly for which the gold standard for diagnosis is coronary angiography. Transthoracic echocardiography was, however, able to assess the coronary anatomy accurately in this case.
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Transthoracic echocardiography of a congenital left circumflex artery to coronary sinus fistula
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